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Why Klarna?
Klarna has made it simple to shop online since 2005.
We make buying smoooth for over 100,000 merchants
and 80M customers. We base the following integration
guidelines on the outcome of our tests and the feedback
we receive. By following these guidelines, you are more
likely to increase gross volume conversion and grow your
returning customer base.

As a customer, Klarna helps me…

Shop with more freedom

Purchase with one click

Stay in control

Klarna gives customers more
ways to pay. Customers that
see Klarna’s personalised
payment promotions are
more likely to complete
purchases with a higher
average order value.

Customers who have used
Klarna once can buy with one
click. No password required.
All anyone ever needs to pay
is information they can easily
remember.

The Klarna app and Klarna
customer support team work
around the clock to make
sure your shoppers never
need to wonder what is
happening to their order.
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HOW TO GET SMOOOTH

Customer purchase journey touchpoints
Home /
landing
page

Top strip banners
Introduce your
customers to Klarna
as soon as they enter
your site.

Pre-qualification
Help customers know
how likely they are
to receive credit. This
feature is available
at every stage of the
purchase journey.
Mandatory *

Search /
category
page

Search / category
placements
Show personalised
payment promotions
on your search page.

Product
page

Product placements
Show personalised,
payment promotionals
on each product page.
Mandatory

Cart
page

Cart placements
Show the promotional
price for an entire cart.

Checkout
page

Payment selector &
checkout widget
Explain Klarna in simple
terms during a one click
checkout.

Instant shopping
buttons
Offer express
checkout buttons
that let customers
buy quickly from
anywhere.

Mandatory

* Only mandatory for merchants using the Slice it payment method. See appendix for more details.
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GET EVEN SMOOOTHER

Post-purchase touchpoints
Merchant
email

Confirmation emails
Include Klarna payment
information in your customer
send-outs.
Mandatory

Klarna app
and
Klarna.com

Receipt images
Send receipt images to
improve clarity and reduce
contact rates post-purchase.
Mandatory

Shipping details
Send shipping details so
customers know what is
happening to their package.

In-app shopping
Configure your brand for
shopping with Klarna.
Mandatory

Addtional
resources

About Klarna page
Tell customers exactly
how they can pay with
Klarna works.
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HOME / LANDING PAGE

Let customers know they can
pay with Klarna
Your customers will be more likely to continue shopping if
they know they can pay with Klarna. Those who see Klarna
promotions at the beginning of their shopping trip are more
likely to complete purchases and more likely to increase
their order value.
Place banners at the top of the page to ensure that your
customers can see them. These promotions may include
upsell messages or eligibility checks, depending on the
situation. Use dynamic top stirps hosted by Klarna, or create
your own in accordance with our brand guidelines. Place a
payment footer at the bottom of every page.
For details on how Klarna displays the optimal message
inside each placement, see the appendix.
Resources
If you are creating your own top strip, please consult our
brand guidelines
https://developers.klarna.com/messaging-guidelines
To install banners
https://developers.klarna.com/banners
Payment footer
https://developers.klarna.com/payment-footer
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CATEGORY / SEARCH PAGE

Show payment promotions
on the search page
Customers are more likely to complete purchases if they see
Klarna payment promotions while they search. Studies show
that when you display payment promotions on category and
search pages, you can increase the average order value. For
example, when you tell your customers that they can buy
now and pay after delivery, they are more likely to complete
a purchase.
A customisable widget can display unique payment
promotions for each product. These promotions may
include upsell messages or credit eligibility checks
depending on the situation. Returning customers from
anywhere in the Klarna merchant network can also receive
personalised greetings on your site. For more details, see the
appendix.
Customise the widget to fit your site’s design (see appendix
for details). Place it as close to the unit price as possible.
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/payment-promotions
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PRODUCT PAGE

Show payment promotions
for specific items
Once your customers find a product, they want to know
how they can pay for it. When you help customers
understand their payment options in the form of a
personalised promotion on each product page, you can
increase the conversion rate and the average order value.
A customisable widget can present a personalised greeting,
alongside the payment promotion, on each product page.
These promotions may include upsell messages or credit
eligibility checks* depending on the situation. Place the
widget as close to the unit price as possible. Customise
it to fit your site’s design. For more details on how Klarna
displays the optimal message inside each payment
promotion, see the appendix.
Instant shopping buttons**
In addition to personalised payment promotions, instant
shopping buttons can also increase your conversion
rates. These buttons speed up the purchase journey by
letting customers skip over the cart and checkout pages.
Place them next to the product image and price, enabling
customers to check out directly. You can also place these
buttons outside your domain–on emails and social media
pages, for instance. For more information on instant
shopping, see the appendix.
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/payment-promotions

*      The eligibility check is only mandatory for merchants using the Slice it payment method. See appendix for more details.
**   Instant shopping buttons are an optional part of the best practice integration.
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CART PAGE

Show payment promotions for
the entire cart
Customers with multiple cart items are more likely to
convert if you show them the best payment option. For
instance, when you show customers what their cart looks
like split into four interest-free instalments, you can increase
the conversion rate and the average order value.
A Klarna widget will display the payment promotion that
best applies to the cart. This promotion may include an
upsell message or a credit eligibility check depending
on the situation. Returning Klarna customers from any
merchant in our network can also receive a personalised
greeting.
Place the widget as close to the total cart price as possible.
Customise it to fit your site’s design. For more details on
how Klarna displays the optimal message inside each
payment promotion, see the appendix.
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/payment-promotions
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CHECKOUT SELECTOR

Describe the Klarna payment
in terms that fit your store
A simple, descriptive explanation of each Klarna payment
method increases checkout conversion. Studies show that
customers complete purchases with higher average order
values when Klarna is the first payment option in the list.*
To help your customers see and select Klarna, display the
payment name, Klarna icon, and payment description inside
your payment selector. You will receive these values when
you call the Klarna Payments API, which you should do as
soon as your customer reaches the checkout page.
You can customise the colours of the Klarna widget to fit
your branding guidelines. Use the naming convention bestsuited to your business. Choose from the options defined in
the Klarna messaging guidelines.
Resources
To start implementation
https://developers.klarna.com/pay-with-klarna
To insert multiple Klarna payment methods
https://developers.klarna.com/insert-multiple-methods
For more on the Klarna payments API
https://developers.klarna.com/payments-api
Klarna messaging guidelines
https://developers.klarna.com/messaging-guidelines

* Only one Klarna payment method is mandatory.
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CHECKOUT WIDGET

Customise the Klarna
one click experience
The less time customers spend at the checkout, the more
likely they are to complete a purchase. Klarna’s checkout
experience is the fastest in the industry because it can keep
customers on your site without redirecting them somewhere
else. Klarna also offers a one click experience to those who
have purchased with Klarna before.
Because Klarna never asks you to redirect customers from
your checkout page, you can customise the end-to-end
payment experience to fit your site’s design. Change colours
inside the widget to make them consistent with your brand.
To increase the odds that your customer receives a one click
experience, send Klarna the billing and shipping addresses
at this stage, if you have collected them.

Resources
To initiate communication with Klarna
https://developers.klarna.com/pay-with-klarna
To customise the payment widget
https://developers.klarna.com/customise-klarna-widget
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RECEIPT IMAGES & EMAILS

Reassure your customers by sending
them purchase confirmation details
Customers are less likely to contact your organisation
after making a Klarna purchase when they receive a clear
confirmation that they bought the right thing.
Upload receipt images so that customers can visually confirm
their order. To do this, send Klarna a picture and a product
URL alongside the rest of the order line data when you create
an order.
You should also send co-branded confirmation emails as
soon as your customers complete their purchase. Include
the Klarna payment reference number (generated during
the purchase), a link to the Klarna app and a link to Klarna’s
customer service team in your email.
Resources
Send receipt images
https://developers.klarna.com/send-receipt-order-lines
Klarna app
https://klarna.com/smoooth-app
Customer service team
https://www.klarna.com/customer-service
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SHIPPING DETAILS

Help customers track their
package
Customers are more likely to become repeat buyers and
less likely to contact you post-purchase if they know what’s
happening to their order after they checkout. Send Klarna the
tracking details each time you ship an order so we can display
that information next to the receipt details in our app.
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/send-tracking-details
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IN-APP & ONLINE SHOPPING

Configure your brand for
shopping with Klarna
Most customers interact with Klarna multiple times after a purchase.
Whether they contact us through the web, the phone or the Klarna app,
each interaction gives you a chance to make a positive brand impression
and inspire repeat purchases.
The Klarna app lets customers experience your brand through a mobilenative storefront that links to your social media accounts and acts as a
web browser directing customers to your store. Customers can also find
merchants in a web-based view of this store through the Klarna shop
directory.
Log into the Klarna merchant portal and upload the required assets
•

Your icon as a .png. (aspect ratio 1:1)

•

Your logo as a .png. (used in Klarna payment recipets and invoices)

•

A feature image as a .png or .jpeg. (at least 1340×1000 px aspect ratio 1.34:1)

•

The URL (web address for your business)
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APPENDIX

What is a Klarna payment
method?
Klarna offers multiple payment options, or methods, to your customers. A
single integration can give you access to all Klarna methods in all markets.
We ensure that these methods comply with local regulations. We also
handle the consumer authentication logic and the user experience inside
our methods.

Pay now Pay now lets customers settle their purchases right away. It also lets you set
up and accept recurring payments.
Pay now improves conversion since it stores and prefills customer checkout
details across all merchants in the Klarna network. Additionally, it can
minimise churn on subscriptions since it offers customers the ability to
make recurring payments through their bank accounts, which typically
remain valid longer than cards.

Pay later Pay later lets customers focus on the shopping experience and deal with
payments later. Customers can pay for their purchases 14 or 30 days
(depending on market) after their goods are shipped or made available.
Pay later is free to use, and doesn’t require a credit application or card
details.
Klarna will send the customer instructions on how to pay. They can settle
either in the Klarna app or using other market-specific methods.

Slice it Slice it lets customers spread the cost of a large purchase into equal
monthly payments. As a consumer finance product, Slice it may include
interest, but never requires customers to create a user account.
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APPENDIX

Enable recurring payments
If you want to enable future one click purchase experiences,
or set up recurring subscription payments, you can do so with
Klarna. The Klarna API can create customer payment tokens
that you can reuse with the customer’s consent. You can create
subscription payments for some or all of the items in a cart.
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/enable-future-payments
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APPENDIX

Integrate Klarna in a hosted or
horizontal checkout
Klarna recommends single page (vertical) checkouts
because they reduce the time required to complete the
purchase and therefore increase conversion. They also
display better on mobile devices.
If your site has a multi-page (horizontal) checkout flow, you
can still integrate our checkout widgets. Do so the same way
you would integrate a single-page flow.
Alternatively, you can use Klarna’s hosted payment page API
to redirect customers to a separate URL where Klarna will
complete the transaction. We also recommend against a
hosted payment page solution since it reduces conversion
by adding steps to the checkout and removing the
possibility of a personalised, one click experience.
Resources
For details on to integrate a single page checkout, see the
checkout selector and checkout widget pages.
To integrate Klarna’s hosted payments page
https://developers.klarna.com/documentation/hpp
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APPENDIX

Accept payments in more
countries
You can offer Klarna payments to customers in all the
markets that Klarna supports through the same API you
have already integrated. Our widget dynamically complies
with local regulations, customer authentication and credit
application standards without requiring any additional input
from you.
In order to achieve optimal performance in all your markets,
send Klarna the local currency and the local languages each
time your customer enters the checkout.
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/add-countries
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APPENDIX

Put “Instant shopping” buttons
outside your website
The fewer steps required to complete a purchase, the
more customers convert. “Instant shopping” buttons
let customers checkout from anywhere on the web:
advertisements, blogs, and even social media feeds. After
the customer clicks the buy button, they trigger a dialogue
that lets them checkout directly from the page. Place these
buttons close to product images and prices.
You can distribute buttons to partner influencers or place
them on the content blogs you run.
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/instant-shopping-button
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APPENDIX

Tell customers more
about Klarna on your site
Customers that have questions about Klarna will be more
likely to proceed if they know exactly how paying with
Klarna works.
A dedicated “About Klarna” page on your site will explain
the exact terms and conditions of the payment. This page
should also tell customers how they can expect to interact
with Klarna after they make a purchase.
Keep your information up to date by sourcing the content
directly from Klarna. Use the information page messaging
placement below to pull content from our site.
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/about-klarna-messaging
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APPENDIX

Accept business to business
payments
Merchants who want to accept payments from businesses
need to offer a B2B-specific checkout solution.
B2B mode is a component of the Klarna Payments API
that allows merchants to collect information they cannot
otherwise collect from a B2C checkout. Specifically, B2B
mode enables merchants to enter their organisation and
purchase reference numbers, and it restricts the available
payment methods to the business suitable ones such as
invoice and card.
After you’ve signed a B2B agreement with Klarna, you can
activate B2B mode by calling the Klarna Payments API every
time your customers enter the checkou
Resources
https://developers.klarna.com/B2B
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APPENDIX

Customise Klarna payment promotions
and top strips to fit your site’s design
When Klarna widgets blend into your site theme, customers
think of the promotion more like a sale and less like a third
party ad. While all Klarna widgets are designed to blend
in, you can go to the extra mile to customise borders, font
colours and other elements.

Personalized payment promotions

Klarna black

Klarna white

Minimalistic

No border black text

Distance to adjacent content

Top strips
Klarna black

Klarna white

Resources
To customise banners, log into the Klarna merchant portal.
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APPENDIX

Increase conversion by giving
customers the right call to action
Once you integrate Klarna’s promotional placements, we will
automatically present the message that has the best odds
of increasing conversion rates and cart size. We can display
three calls to action inside the our placements, depending
on the situation:
Learn more
Klarna automatically presents the best payment promotion
based on an item’s price and the customer’s preferences.
As a default, each promotion includes a “Learn more” link
that opens a dialogue explaining the payment terms in more
detail.
If the customer has purchased with any Klarna merchant
before, we can include a personalised greeting. Customers
can always opt out of personalisation by clicking the
information icon inside the promotion.
Upsell
Customers who have seen Klarna payment promotions
on a search or category page may wonder why they are
not able to use Klarna for a specific purchase. The answer
could be that their basket size falls outside our purchase
thresholds. When this happens,we automatically display
upsell messaging.
If the customer has purchased with any Klarna merchant
before, the promotion can offer a personalised greeting.
Pre-qualify for credit
In certain markets, customers may want to know that they
qualify for credit prior to checkout. In these situations,
Klarna can help customers understand how likely they are to
receive credit at checkout.
We use market-specific wording to make sure customers
understand that they will not complete a credit application
by clicking the “check eligibility” link. These messages can
also include personalised greetings if the customer has
checked out with any Klarna merchant before.
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